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#mathscpdchat 29 October 2019 

 

Core Maths: how do … and how might … the courses and associated resources 

benefit your students? 

Hosted by Esther Stevens 

 

This is a brief summary of the discussion – to see all the tweets, follow the hashtag 

#mathscpdchat in Twitter 

 

 

 

Some of the areas where discussion focussed were: 

 

• how every cohort of students following a Core Maths course is different … in 

some years it is easy to engage students as they see the benefits, but in other years 

it’s harder … some students, who may have followed, and not done well by following, 

a ‘rigid’ GCSE course, at first find the discussion and ‘maths-in-contexts’ aspects of 

Core Maths hard to cope with …  the need to provide sufficient ‘scaffolding’ for 

such students; 

https://twitter.com/MrsMathematica
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•  how to engage students who have not achieved a GCSE grade above Grade 4, 

and who therefore don’t have ‘the fundamental basics securely in place’; 

• strategies to engage students who have been ‘forced’ onto a Core Maths 

course … for example, using money and food contexts, letting them see that their 

experiences on their Core Maths course will be different to their earlier maths-

experiences … emphasising that Core Maths courses enable them to learn the 

maths that many adults say they wish they had learnt at school (such as the 

mathematics needed to cope well with pay, tax, and other essential aspects of life) 

… showing students that they will acquire statistical skills that are needed to do 

well in other subjects and to evaluate critically media representations of 

statistics; 

• differentiating by giving extra support to those who need it, and posing 

thought-provoking problems about the same material to challenge students who 

are ‘flying-through’ the work; 

• that it is not advisable to try to follow a rigid scheme of work (which is likely to 

feel forced) … that the course will go better if it ‘flows naturally’ and includes 

work on topical issues such as an impending General Election, Halloween, 

International Cat Day, and so on …; 

• that the ‘topical aspects’ of Core Maths courses enable teachers to engage well 

with their students … lessons become ‘adult conversations with maths involved 

as an added benefit’ … for example teachers and students discussing together 

implications and possibilities arising from finding-out that rock-climbing was to be 

part of the Tokyo Olympic Games, comparing the structures of the three different 

rock-climbing events, looking mathematically at scoring-systems, and discussing 

fairness; 

• that discussing tax and National Insurance has been ‘a massive draw’ to Core 

Maths for many students because they like the idea of knowing how to work-out 

those things; 

• that students who are studying science subjects appreciate the fact that Core 

Maths helps them with those studies … and they like the way that Core Maths is 

taught, that ‘it feels really different’ (to how they were previously taught maths); 

• searching for interesting resources to use in the teaching of Core Maths to 

students who are also taking Business Studies courses; 

• using a ‘careers quiz’ (NB: link to ‘The Buzz Quiz’ below) as the starting point for 

mathematical investigation of ‘working-life-essentials’ such as net annual 

starting salaries in different careers, monthly pay and living costs in different places; 
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• reviewing the ideas and procedures involved in working with percentages in 

preparation for GCSE exams, but approaching those ideas and procedures in a 

different way, focussing on applying them in contexts that matter to students; 

• discussing appropriate ranges for estimations of numerical facts that matter to 

students, for example when estimating different life-expectancies resulting from living 

in different places; 

• using Core Maths materials with pupils in other Year-groups or on other 

courses … for example with GCSE re-sit students … incorporating Tax at a basic 

level into Year 9/10 teaching; 

• that colleagues who teach other subjects, and who have attended ‘Teaching-

Core-Maths’ workshops, have become genuinely excited by maths for the first time 

… that they wished they had been taught maths in that way; 

• that learning from ‘Teaching-Core-Maths’ courses and workshops often changes 

how a person teaches at all ages/levels, particularly how they teach less engaged 

students; 

• variation in the time-structure/allocation of Core Maths courses … that the 

recommendation is 180 Guided Learning Hours (180 GLH) … examples from 

contributors to the chat included … 3.5 hours per week over 1 year, 5 hours per 2-

weeks over 1 year, 9 hours per 2-weeks over 1 year, 4 hours per 2-weeks over 2 

years … that in Further Education it would be challenging to try to run a Core Maths 

course over 2 years owing to retention issues … that running a Core Maths course 

over 2 years (over Y12 and Y13) in a school may be beneficial because ’students 

perform better as they mature’; 

• that teachers attending ‘Teaching-Core-Maths’ courses would appreciate a 

stronger focus on ways of enabling students to become more-independent 

learners; 

• that Core Maths webinars take place once during each half of a term … the next 

one is on 17 December 2019. 

 

In what follows, click on any screenshot-of-a-tweet to go to that actual tweet on Twitter. 

 

This is part of a ‘conversation’ of tweets about how Core Maths courses benefit students 

whose main (A level) subjects are NOT maths, and some contextual starting-point-ideas that 

work for students on Core Maths courses. The conversation was generated by this tweet 

from Esther Stevens: 

 

https://twitter.com/MrsMathematica
https://twitter.com/MrsMathematica/status/1189257076947767296
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and included these from David Redden and Esther Stevens: 

 

 

 

 

these from Catherine van Saarloos and JP (Formerly JC): 

 

 

and these from Catherine van Saarloos, Mary Pardoe and JP (Formerly JC): 

https://twitter.com/DavidRedden13
https://twitter.com/MrsMathematica
https://twitter.com/DavidRedden13/status/1189258545830735878
https://twitter.com/MrsMathematica/status/1189259446813368320
https://twitter.com/DavidRedden13/status/1189260320356929539
https://twitter.com/DavidRedden13/status/1189260626411040770
https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat
https://twitter.com/last_centurion
https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat/status/1189258794628538369
https://twitter.com/last_centurion/status/1189258965928103938
https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://twitter.com/last_centurion
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(to read the discussion-sequence generated by any tweet look at the ‘replies’ to that tweet) 

 

Among the links shared were:  

https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat/status/1189258237666832387
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary/status/1189259266064113665
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary/status/1189259266064113665
https://twitter.com/last_centurion/status/1189261703466405888
https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat/status/1189261885822132225
https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat/status/1189260354246905856
https://twitter.com/last_centurion/status/1189262128076808195
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Core Maths which is the Core Maths website from the Advanced Maths Support Programme 

(AMSP). Sections of the website include pages about professional development 

opportunities, strategies for offering Core Maths (how you can be helped to get Core Maths 

up and running), resources for teaching and learning Core Maths, specifications for Core 

Maths courses, and more. It was shared by Catherine van Saarloos 

Core Maths Winter Conference 2019/20 Events which provides dates and locations of, and 

links to further information about some Core Maths PD events. It was shared by Catherine 

van Saarloos 

Core Maths Conference: Teaching Quantitative Skills at A level which is a free one-day 

professional development conference which focusses on developing confidence in working 

on quantitative skills at A level. This day will be valuable to any teacher whose subject 

includes quantitative analysis, particularly Biology, Geography and Psychology. It was 

shared by Catherine van Saarloos 

Visualising the Climate Crisis: A competition for Year 5 to Year 13 for which here are 

resources created by the AMSP designed to raise awareness of the impact of fast fashion on 

the climate. These resources are likely to interest students on Core Maths course, who will 

benefit from their work stimulated by them. It was shared by Catherine van Saarloos 

Core Maths on NRICH which is a collection of tasks that teachers are likely to find useful for 

teaching various aspects of Core Maths. It was shared by Catherine van Saarloos 

Studying Core Maths develops quantitative skills that will support your other courses which 

is a series of postcards and posters which demonstrate how the skills learned studying Core 

Maths support the quantitative aspects of studying for other qualifications. It was shared by 

Mary Pardoe  

 

Teaching Core Maths which is a padlet compiled by Catherine van Saarloos providing lots of 

resources, links to PD opportunities, and Specifications for the delivery of L3 Core Maths. It 

was shared by Mary Pardoe  

 

Things you can do/join/follow which is a long list of ways you can be supported in delivery of 

L3 Core Maths. It is compiled by Catherine van Saarloos and was shared by Mary Pardoe  

 

https://amsp.org.uk/teachers/core-maths
https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat
https://amsp.org.uk/events/find/6718
https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat
https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat
https://amsp.org.uk/events/details/5239
https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat
https://amsp.org.uk/resource/visualising-climate-crisis-competition
https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat
https://nrich.maths.org/coremaths
https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat
https://amsp.org.uk/students/literature
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://padlet.com/catherine_vansaarloos/1ue60464wsl2
https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://padlet.com/catherine_vansaarloos/1ue60464wsl2/wish/350259016
https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
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Integrating Mathematical Problem Solving Resources which are resources from MEI 

designed to help teachers of mathematics and other teachers of subjects at A level to teach 

relevant aspects of mathematics and statistics, showing how they are used in solving real 

problems. It was shared by Stella Dudzic  

 

Core Maths Subject Support which is a substantial collection of teaching-and-learning-units 

from the University of Plymouth that are designed specifically to be used with students on 

Core Maths courses. It was shared by Mars@MarsMaths#FE 

The Buzz quiz which is a quiz that students can do to see careers that they might like to 

investigate. It makes an interesting starting-point for work in Core Maths. It was shared by 

Catherine van Saarloos 

Standards Unit Improving Learning in Mathematics: challenges and strategies which is a 

‘classic’ document providing essential support for the teaching of mathematics effectively, by 

Malcolm Swan. It was shared by Jo Denton 

Cre8ate Maths: Mathematical, Motivational & Memorable which is a collection of resources, 

all available for free download, that are likely to be useful in teaching Core Maths. It was 

shared by Catherine van Saarloos 

Bowland Maths which are imaginative resources for rich problem solving that are likely to be 

useful for Core Maths teaching. It was shared by Catherine van Saarloos 

The Language of Functions and Graphs which is lovely material that is likely to greatly 

interest and motivate students who are studying Core Maths. It was shared by Mary Pardoe  

 

Maths Made Memorable which is large collection of videos and related questions from  

Mars@MarsMaths#FE, each video being linked to an ‘item’ of ‘mathematical content’. They 

are likely to be helpful for teaching Core Maths. It was shared by David Redden 

 

Is That a Big Number? which is a lovely site providing all sorts of ideas to stimulate Core 

Maths explorations. They are likely to be helpful for teaching Core Maths. It was shared by 

Yvonne Scott 

 

Hans Rosling Videos is large collection of videos that can stimulate mathematical 

explorations, and are likely to be helpful for teaching Core Maths. It was shared by Red 

Maths 

https://mei.org.uk/imps
https://twitter.com/StellaDudzic
http://www.cimt.org.uk/cmmss/
https://twitter.com/MarsMaths
https://www.ucas.com/careers/buzz-quiz
https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/files/224/improving_learning_in_mathematicsi.pdf
https://twitter.com/DrJoDenton
https://www.cre8atemaths.org.uk/
https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat
https://www.bowlandmaths.org.uk/
https://twitter.com/CoreMathsCat
https://www.mathshell.com/publications/tss/lfg/lfg_teacher.pdf
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://marsmaths.com/
https://twitter.com/MarsMaths
https://twitter.com/DavidRedden13
http://www.isthatabignumber.com/
https://twitter.com/DancingScotty
https://www.gapminder.org/videos/
https://twitter.com/Red_Maths
https://twitter.com/Red_Maths
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Quibans: Questions inspired by a news story  are items that can be used to provoke 

mathematical questions, and are likely to be very useful for Core Maths teaching and 

learning. It was shared by JP (Formerly JC) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://quibans.blogspot.com/
https://twitter.com/last_centurion

